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Effective immunotherapy for cancer depends on cellular responses to tumor antigens. The role of major histocompatibility
complex (MHC) in T-cell recognition and T-cell receptor repertoire selection has become a central tenet in immunology.
Structurally, this does not contradict earlier findings that T-cells can differentiate between small hapten structures like simple
glycans. Understanding T-cell recognition of antigens as defined genetically by MHC and combinatorially by T cell receptors led to
the “altered self” hypothesis. This notion reflects a more fundamental principle underlying immune surveillance and integrating
evolutionarily and mechanistically diverse elements of the immune system. Danger associated molecular patterns, including those
generated by glycan remodeling, represent an instance of altered self. A prominent example is the modification of the tumor-
associated antigen MUC1. Similar examples emphasize glycan reactivity patterns of antigen receptors as a phenomenon bridging
innate and adaptive but also humoral and cellular immunity and providing templates for immunotherapies.
1. Introduction
It is a widely held view that the engagement of both
innate and adaptive cellular immune responses is necessary
for efficient immunotherapy of cancer [1, 2]. Using vastly
different molecular and cellular strategies, they operate in
concert targeting tumor antigens [3–5] albeit cancer cells
escape this immune surveillance via a variety of mechanisms
[6, 7]. Consequently, in contrast to the long-held belief
that most cancers are weakly immunogenic [8], antitu-
mor immune surveillance mechanisms prove much more
prevalent. The observation of naturally occurring tumor
reactive B [9, 10] and T lymphocytes [11–15] along with
tumor reactive innate immune cells that include natural
killer (NK) cells, granulocytes, and macrophages, raises
hopes that immunotherapy may succeed in targeted patients,
specifically those with either regional or minimal residual
disease and in the preventive setting [16–20].
While tumor cells are not usually in the focus of the
immune system, Burnet and Thomas hypothesized that the
immune system can recognize nascent transformed cells
and can eliminate primary tumor formation [21]. The
process of immune editing validates the operative nature of
immune surveillance, suggesting that at some point antitu-
mor immune surveillance was working and that immune
editing is a form of escape from immune surveillance. Such
observations also lead to the hypothesis that downstream
suppressive mechanisms may dominate antitumor immune
responses, permitting malignant cells to evade an effectively
primed immune response. As we come to understand
immune surveillance mechanisms better, these mechanisms
should prove a useful template for immunotherapy design,
but also instructing on which patient populations might
benefit the most from immunotherapy approaches. Immune
surveillance, as a model and rationale for immunotherapy,
requires that cancer cells are recognized as “nonself” or
may be “perturbation of self.” Often the ability of inducing
a rejection strength response has been associated with
appearance of xenoantigenic determinants but now the other
dimension of immunogenicity—the danger signal [22] is
recognized as even more important.
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Natural immunity is the first actor on stage in immune
surveillance processes, with polyspecific IgM antibodies, typ-
ically reactive with “xenotypic” or “neotypic” carbohydrate
antigens, playing a role in surveillance [9, 23]. Antitumor
immunity mediated by naturally occurring antibodies was
first noticed in mice [23]. Naturally occurring antibodies
to Tumor-Associated Carbohydrate Antigens (TACAs) are
observed in cancer patients and are attributed to patient
longevity [9, 24]. Whether the B cells producing these
antibodies, coupled with T cells, represent an inducible com-
ponent of cancer immunosurveillance—and one that might
be therapeutically exploited—remains unknown. Tumor
reactive activated B cells can collaborate with effector T cells
in adoptive cellular therapies of cancer. Activated B cells can
be used as effective antigen presenting cells (APCs) for T
cell sensitization. In this context tumor-primed B cells might
collaborate with effector T cells in adoptive cellular therapies
of cancer. Other B cell subsets (Bregs, IL-10 producing, etc.)
may rather impair T cell responses.
Unlike the clonally organized adaptive immunity, the
cells in the innate system bind to nonself determinants quasi-
specifically, using pattern-recognition receptors. A promi-
nent antigen type that fits this bill are carbohydrates. Due
to dysregulation of glycoslyation events, carbohydrates are
often altered and/or overexpressed as multivalent molecular
species [25] on the tumor cell surface, possibly representing
a type of danger signal [22] to the immune system. In fact the
Gal (Galα1-3Gal) antigen, is the major target of preexisting
antibodies in tissue rejection in xenotransplantation [26]
validating carbohydrates as targets for tissue rejection and
carbohydrate expression patterns as danger signals. These
xenoreactive natural antibodies comprise 1% of circulating
IgG. Furthermore, anti-Gal antibodies can be exploited
for clinical use in cancer immunotherapy by targeting
autologous tumor vaccines engineered to express the Gal
antigen to APC, thereby increasing vaccine immunogenicity
[26].
In this paper, focus is placed upon the role carbohydrate
binding receptors and cells expressing them play in bridging
innate and adaptive immune responses to cancer cells. Car-
bohydrate antigens are targets of the immune surveillance
machinery and these responses provide a template for cancer
immunotherapy. Of particular importance is how carbohy-
drate reactive lymphocytes and cells of the innate immunity
might mediate cellular responses. This includes the role
glycopeptides and carbohydrate mimetic peptides might play
in integrating innate and adaptive antitumor responses.
Certain peptides act as molecular mimics of carbohydrates
in that carbohydrate-binding proteins specifically recognize
them but may also activate tumor reactive T cells [27–29].
Naturally occurring carbohydrate mimics include peptide
regions from MUC1 [30]. Carbohydrate mimetic peptides
as mimics of glycopeptides, glycoproteins, and carbohydrate
structures provide an interesting bridge to facilitate B and
T cell interactions. While making for vaccine candidates,
they also provide a tool to probe carbohydrate immunology
paradigms because the synergistic interaction of effector T
and B cells require common recognition of identical tumor-
associated antigen(s).
2. Carbohydrates and the Immune
Surveillance Paradigm
The success of vaccines in infectious disease prevention,
together with the evidence for immune control over tumor
growth, are major arguments in favor of immunotherapy
or cancer vaccine approaches. Although the main processes
involved in these two aspects of immunity are mostly the
same, the context is different. A major difference between
microbial pathogens and tumors as potential vaccine targets
is that cancer cells are derived from the host, and express
mostly self-antigens present in normal cells. In terms of
antigenic properties and “danger” signals, an infection is
an external perturbation followed by a reaction to it as the
system is returning to its previous or very close equilibrium.
Cancer, for its part, is a gradual transformation of the very
equilibrium state of the system. It can be seen as a disease
of “selfish” tissue proliferation that causes pathological
immune tolerance as its own provision. Now it is clear
that the difference between self and nonself is defined by a
complex set of tolerance mechanisms beyond the absence
of antigen specific reactivity. Understanding tolerance as
active, threshold-dependent, and redundant helps rationalize
its reshaping and repair, rather than breaking, as a tumor
immunotherapy objective [31].
The task of designing immunotherapies that can effec-
tively impact on the survival of cancer patients remains
challenging. Two important elements in this challenge are
defining antigenic formulations that target multiple antigens
associated with tumor cells [31], and to understand the
therapeutically effective range (frequency) of effector cells
for antitumor protection [14, 32]. Sugars display high
density on tumor cells and often play a critical role in
immune recognition [33–37]. In addition, often times they
are neoantigens as many are embryonic in nature. As
suggested recently, it’s the antigen stupid [20], one needs
not look beyond carbohydrate targets, because TACAs prove
to be broad-spectrum antigens or “universal tumor antigen”
targets for immune surveillance [9, 31] by antibodies, cells of
the innate immune system and lymphocytes. Despite clinical
evidence for glycoantigens as important cancer targets they
are still largely neglected. Notes of caution come mostly in
the context of low immunogenicity of carbohydrates and
their dual role as “danger” or immune suppressive signals
[38]. Nevertheless, sufficient body of evidence indicates that
the unique immunomics of tumor-associated glycoantigens
may yield clinically important biomarkers and treatment
targets for the management of human cancer [39].
Adaptive immune responses have long been considered
the territory of antigenic proteins because they are T cell
dependent (TD), whereas carbohydrates are characterized as
T-cell-independent (TI) (either Type 1 or Type 2) antigens
[40]. Typically, adaptive responses depend on the recognition
of protein sequences by T helper (Th) cells. In addition,
thymus-independent responses may be related to a more
or less sequestered compartment of the antibody repertoire
[41, 42]. Yet, T cells reactive with processed glycopeptides as
well as glycolipids have been described [43]. The running
paradigm is that albeit CD1 presentation to NKT cells is
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possible [44], pure carbohydrate forms are believed not to
be associated with T cell presentation. Nevertheless, some
types of carbohydrates are processed and presented to T
cells by class II MHC [45, 46]. Carbohydrate antigens
displaying helical shapes [47], which mimic helical peptides,
are suggested to bind directly to at least the MHC Class
II grove, indicating that carbohydrate antigens devoid of
lipids and protein can directly influence T cell proliferation
[48]. Model carbohydrates with a zwitterionic structure
appear to affect T cell activation, being responsible in
preventing abscesses induced by pathogenic bacteria [49].
Taken together, these advances illustrate an indisputable
viewpoint that carbohydrate recognition by the adaptive and
innate immune system is an indispensable stage of most
immune responses.
The induction of an effective response to tumors mainly
depends on innate and adaptive immunity coordinated by
Dendritic Cells (DCs). DCs in particular are well equipped to
distinguish between self- and nonself-antigens by the invari-
able cell-surface receptors such as C-type lectin receptors
(CLRs) and Toll-like receptors (TLRs). CLRs are adept at
recognizing glycoproteins in general, while typical pattern
recognition receptors, such as TLRs, detect various molecular
patterns typical only for microbial antigens. Uptake of
antigen by CLRs leads to presentation on MHC class I
and II molecules. It is likely that the crosstalk between
TLRs and CLRs, differentially expressed by subsets of DCs,
account for the different pathways to peripheral tolerance,
such as deletion and suppression, and immune activation
[38]. Several pathogens specifically target CLRs to subvert
this communication to escape immune surveillance, either
by inducing tolerance or skewing the protective immune
responses [50]. It is likely that tumor cells do the same as
they adapt their glycan shield to immune effector cells.
Lessons can be learned from immune surveillance mech-
anisms associated with natural antibodies. Apes, old world
monkeys, and humans do not express the Gal epitope
on their tissues, and therefore have circulating life-term-
generated anti-Gal antibodies due to antigenic stimulation
by bacteria of gastrointestinal flora [51, 52]. Human anti-Gal
antibodies are of IgM and IgG isotypes [51, 53, 54]. Anti-
Gal antibodies responsible for hyperacute rejection of pig-to-
primate xenotransplantation are mostly IgM and apparently
work through a complement dependent mechanism. If the
hyperacute rejection is prevented, after a delay an acute
vascular rejection will occur, in which IgG antibodies play
a major role [55, 56]. All IgG subclasses are present in
the postimmune serum [56] and rejection is dependent on
complement and Fc receptor [57]. Therefore, as expected,
exposure to the respective antigen will trigger a secondary
response mostly of specifically induced and cross-reactive
IgG.
Anti-Gal antibodies are purported to augment the uptake
and presentation of tumor antigens by antigen-presenting
cells to induce higher immune responses [58, 59]. This
uptake mechanism might relate to TACAs as well. Two
TACAs that are highly thought of as immune targets
are the Thomsen-Friedenreich (TF or T) antigen (Galb1-
3GalNAca) and the Tn (GalNAca) antigens [60]. Human
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Figure 1: A. ELISA plates were coated with blood type B antigen
and reactivity of Gal purified human antibodies detected. Human
IVIg was used as control.
blood serum contains natural TF- and Tn antibodies whose
subpopulations may bind the corresponding antigens on
human tumor cell lines [61, 62]. The high level of anti-TF
and Tn IgG, observed in some patients with cancer, may
be a sign of an ongoing immune response, as indicated
by the switching of antibody to the IgG-class. They may
be also cross-reactive antibodies raised to other structurally
similar carbohydrate forms. Blood Group B individuals, for
example, may show reactivity to Tn antigen [63], and some
anti-Gal antibodies are cross-reactive with the Blood Group
B antigen [64] and Figure 1.
A high level of anti-TF and Tn antibody titers in long-
term cancer survivors are supportive of the idea that patients
with a disease of an early stage or with a minimal residue
are more responsive to active immunotherapy [65, 66]. The
detectable spontaneous immune responses to TF and Tn
antigens are not necessarily efficient since the expression
of these antigens correlates with worse prognosis mostly
because of increased metastasis [67]. The reason may be an
escape from the control by immune responses to TACA like
TF, Tn, and sialyl-Tn enforced by the biological function of
these antigens, since immunoediting would select cells that
suppress the expression of TACA. It is also possible that the
correlation with higher grade and metastasis is due to the
observation only of these tumors that have been resistant
to immunoediting and, respectively, the lowered malignancy
of the immunoedited tumors. It would be interesting to
differentiate between primarily TACA negative tumors and
secondarily negative due to immunediting. It is likely that
specific suppressive influence of the tumor on the production
of TF antibodies is associated with the stage and grade of the
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tumor. The observation of positive correlation between the
level of TF antibodies and the count of lymphocytes in TF-
responders appears to reflect the adaptive immune response
and provides a further explanation for the involvement of
anti-TF IgG in cancer-associated immunosuppression. How-
ever, the possible protective mechanism of TF antibodies in
cancer has yet remained unclear as is the role antibodies play
in the natural anticancer defense system.
3. T Cells and Glycans
The paradigm of T cell recognition of foreign antigens
is principally established by studies of the host immune
response to proteins and peptides. However, the demon-
stration that T cells can recognize nonprotein antigens
has modified ideas on the chemical nature of molecules
recognized by T cells [68]. In the early years, it was
suggested that hapten-specific T cells recognize hapten-
modified peptides [69]. Chemical haptens and metal ions
interact with proteins and thereby become recognizable by
T and B lymphocytes. At the same time, they induce the
production of proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines
by various cell types due to triggering of innate immune
responses. This is an important prerequisite for the activation
of the adaptive immune system and the development of
diseases like allergic contact dermatitis and adverse drug and
autoimmune reactions. But they may also provide concepts
relevant for immunotherapy of cancers, as hapten model
systems are not that dissimilar to peptides modified with
small carbohydrate antigens. Hapten-specific T cells can
detect antigenic structures in two ways. They can recognize
the hapten only in context with a specific amino acid motif
or independent of the carrier peptide.
In the last decade, a number of researchers report that
both CD4+ and CD8+ T cells can recognize glycopeptides
carrying mono- and disaccharides in a MHC-restricted
manner, provided the glycan group is attached to the peptide
at suitable positions [70–82]. For such glycopeptides, the
primed T cells recognize the glycan structure with high
fidelity. These observations are very important in under-
standing the complexity of the antitumor response targets
especially in terms of abnormal expression.
Due to an incomplete formation of glycan sidechains
resulting from premature glycosylation events, the restrictive
distribution of short glycans such as the TF, Tn, and
sialyl Tn (NeuAca2-6GalNAca) in normal tissues and their
extensive expression in a variety of epithelial cancers make
them excellent targets for immunotherapy. Immunodomi-
nant glycopeptide remnant epitopes as well as glycosylation
changes on self-proteins can generate antitumor responses.
For example, anti-sTn T helper type 1 (Th1) antigen-specific
T-cell response as determined by interferon-γ, has been
noted in patients immunized with a sialyl-Tn-conjugate [83].
The carbohydrate-based design for T cell antigens
is strongly supported by several HLA/peptide complexes
resolved by crystallography [74, 80]. The structure of
different crystals describes the core of the peptide(s), as
critical for TCR recognition with a “cavity” corresponding
to the CDR3 region that often accommodates aromatic
amino acid residues, similar in size and conformation to
small glycan molecules, as TF, or the monomer Tn. The
ability of TACA-specific T cell clones to recognize glycan
antigens in the context of different peptide sequences is
very relevant to validate this imunotherapeutic approach.
The ability of T cells to recognize mono-and disaccharides
attached to peptides with Ser or Thr might indicate that
T cells might be degenerate in recognizing glycopeptides
(Table 1). In some cases CTL, generated upon immunization
with glycopetide, preferentially kill target cells treated with
glycopeptide compared to those treated with the core
peptide. In other cases it does not matter [81], and in some
cases it has been suggested that other glycan receptors are
involved in T cell targeting [84]. Polyclonal CTL have been
observed to kill target cells expressing glycolipid [43]. It has
been suggested that glycopeptide-specific-restricted CTL and
unrestricted glycan-specific CTL belong to different T cell
populations with regard to TCR expression [70]. Such results
demonstrate that hapten-specific unrestricted CTL responses
can be generated with MHC class I-binding carrier peptides.
The development of designer glycopepitdes based upon
high affinity binding to MHC Class I or Class II is an
acceptable practice for enhancing T cell responses [72, 82,
85]. The design of such glycopeptides usually starts with
some concept of a target sequence and then modifying it
based upon amino acid substitution guided by some sense
of change in binding affinity of the peptide core for MHC.
Central to these peptides is a Ser or Thr at position 4–
6 to which a glycan antigen is attached (Table 1). While
promiscuous MHC binders are possibly the optimal carriers
for the carbohydrate epitopes, it is not clear where to choose
potential peptide cores from. The use of epitopes from
widespread viruses, like influenza virus, may not be the best
solution. Instead of providing a recall immune response,
such peptide cores may be recognized by virus specific T
cells as altered peptide ligands and actually prevent the
immune response. Another adverse phenomenon that can be
anticipated in this case is original antigenic sin.
An alternative to glycopeptides are carbohydrate mimetic
peptides (CMP), which are non-glycoslyated but can induce
T cells reactive with glycopeptides or induce T cells that
are MHC unrestricted. CMPs function as xenoantigens and,
consequently, can overcome tolerance to carbohydrate self-
antigens. CMPs from natural proteins are known for some
time. Peptides from MUC1 are shown to be naturally
occurring CMPs [30, 86–89]. In particular, MUC1 derived
peptides are considered mimics of the Gal-epitope [86, 89].
In our own studies CMPs, as defined by cross-reactivity to
TACA reactive antibodies and lectins, induce Th1 responses
[90] and antitumor CD8+ T cells [91]. Molecular modeling
studies indicate that amino acids can themselves be struc-
turally similar to mono-and disaccharides on glycopeptides
[29]. CMP reactive T cells can also be activated by the TACA
that they mimic [90]. Unlike unconjugated carbohydrate
antigens, we have shown that unconjugated multivalent anti-
gen peptide forms of CMPs prime for subsequent memory
of unconjugated carbohydrate antigens, facilitating long-
term surveillance through recall of carbohydrate immune
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Table 1
MHC Alleles Total Binders
Binders having Ser at Position Binders having Thr at Position
4 5 6 4 5 6
HLA-A∗0201 1497 92 64 87 62 81 66
H2-B 16 1 0 2 0 1 0
H2-D 92 4 5 7 3 2 2
H2-Db 249 28 12 19 10 5 10
H2-Kb 319 13 4 15 18 6 20
H2-Kd 325 20 15 9 14 18 20
HLA-A 5325 268 265 414 170 272 252
HLA-B 2963 150 178 283 170 141 126
responses [92]. This effect is a major advantage that would
minimize the need for constant boosting. Furthermore,
we observed that CMPs mediate cognate B and T cell
interactions as CMPs can induce antibodies in a host model
with deficiency in IgM production that typically do not
respond to carbohydrate antigens [93]. These studies stress
the role of B cells as APCs as part of the CMP effect
in vivo. Particular B cell subsets may affect differentially
tumor reactive T cell involvement in this process. More
importantly, the type of TACA mimicked by the CMPs are
expressed in mice. Consequently, these studies are obtained
in a toleragenic model, further suggesting that tolerance is
broken upon CMP immunization.
4. Bridging the Divide between TACA Reactivity
and CD4+ T Cells
Tumor immunotherapy with nonmutated tumor-associated
antigens attempts to break tolerance in a manner reminiscent
of models for autoimmune diseases. When autoimmune
diseases are induced in animal models, they are often self-
limiting, which is rarely the case with spontaneous autoim-
mune pathology. It may be possible to use a similar model
of induced autoimmune inflammation as a strategy for an
effective tumor immunotherapy since cancer patients in
general are not genetically prone to autoimmunity. Although
it has been expected and conceptually implicated in different
approaches, this notion was directly addressed only recently
[94]. The dissection of tumor immunity indicates roles for
B and T lymphocytes that include CD4+ T cell responses
of the T-helper type-1 (Th1) phenotype [95]. There is
adequate evidence to prove a central role of the CD4+ T cell
in antitumor immunity [96–98]. This is possible through
direct communication between the tumor cell and CD4+
T cell through interferon gamma (IFNγ), IFNγ receptor
interactions or through tumor stroma interactions [97].
Delayed Type Hypersensitivity (DTH) reactions are a
means to monitor CD4+ T cell responses to the immunizing
agent and in some cases DTH responses in cancer patients
correlate with survival. It has been postulated that the Th1
cell is the “inducer” of a DTH response since it secretes IFNγ,
while the T-helper type-1 (Th2) cell is either not involved
or acting as a downregulator of the cell mediated immune
response [99]. Although typically inducing T cell indepen-
dent responses, surprisingly, some carbohydrate targeting
vaccines have induced also DTH responses in humans [100–
102].
Early studies using xenogenized cells suggest that the
mechanisms of antiparental tumor protection involve spe-
cific induction of a DTH response mediated by the inflam-
matory Th1 subset of L3T4+ T lymphocytes and IFN-
activated macrophages [103]. Tumor cells can mediate DTH
responses, necessary for tumor regression [104]. Typically, at
the time of immunization, DTH-effector T cells are activated
by binding to complexes of antigen peptides and MHC
molecules on APCs. Subsequently, at skin challenge with
antigen, DTH is elicited involving at some point recruitment
of antigen specific memory T cells into the tissues and
recognition of Ag/peptide-MHC complexes on presenting
cells. This leads to a characteristic late 24- to 48-hours
effector responses.
The earliest events in DTH have only recently been
shown to depend on B-1 B cell produced IgM, immune
complexes and complement [105]. B-1 cell-derived anti-
hapten IgM antibodies generated within 1 day (d) of
immunization combine with local challenge antigen to
activate complement and recruit T cells [106]. These latter
findings overturn three widely accepted immune response
paradigms by showing that (a) specific IgM antibodies are
required to initiate contact sensitivity (CS), which is a
classical model of T cell immunity thought exclusively due
to T cells, (b) CS priming induces production of specific IgM
antibodies within 1 d, although primary antibody responses
typically begin by day 4, and (c) B-1 cells produce the 1-d
IgM response to CS priming, initiating the DTH response,
while B cells are generally considered suppressive in tumor
immunity due to their production of IL-10 [107]. Finally,
these findings indicate a possible mechanistic scenario for
interaction between anticarbohydrate and Th1 responses.
As clinical correlates have highlighted carbohydrate
reactive IgM responses to cancer cells in humans [24,
108], attention to antibody subsets is warranted to fur-
ther understand and develop strategies to augment these
responses, which might further impact on tumor reactive
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cellular responses. Natural polyreactive antibodies that bind
to tumor cells have been studied on several occasions.
They are germline encoded antibodies mostly from CD5+
B cells (the B1 genotype), they bind to various tumor
antigens, induce apoptosis of tumor cells and detect not only
malignant cells but also the precursor stages [10]. Natural
polyreactive IgM autoantibodies, encoded by unmutated
germline Ig V genes, represent a major fraction of the
normal circulating IgM repertoire [109]. Such antibodies
fulfill the definition of autoantibodies as they are self-reactive
but they have broad reactivity and bind mostly to altered
antigens. Even in mouse models, nonimmunized mice of
widely differing genetic backgrounds have detectable IgM
antibodies to tumor cell surface carbohydrates, their natural
resistance to this tumor being related to their serum levels
[110].
Because B1 cells can strongly activate T cells and induce
Th1 cell differentiation by antigen presentation [111], we
have been testing for CMP mediated T cell responses.
Although cognate, MHC-restricted interaction of Th cells
with antigen-presenting B cells provides effective help to a
resting B cell, substantial B cell responses are also observed
with preactivated T cell clones in a noncognate fashion
(bystander help without specific Ag recognition) [112]. We
have recently shown that immunization of mice with a
carbohydrate mimetic peptide reactive with GD2 reactive
antibodies induce GD2 reactive IgM antibodies [113]. This
CMP also induces a DTH response to GD2 positive D142.34
cells, while no response was observed against the GD2
negative expressing cell line B78.H1 [114]. Consequently, our
results on DTH induction can be interpreted in the following
way. The anti-GD2 IgM induced by CMP plays the role of
an initiating factor for a DTH response perpetuated by T
cells cross-reactive with CMP and an unknown antigen on
the tumor cells line, which have been stimulated during the
priming with CMP.
This observation suggests that the dual character of
a CMP carrying T cell epitopes, but also mimicking an
unrelated TI-2 carbohydrate epitope, provides for long term
IgM responses by promoting other aspects of cooperation
between particular B cell subpopulations and CMP specific T
cells reminiscent of epitope spreading [115]. One concept is
that cognate interactions occur because the CMP is presented
by MHC Class II on the B cell, stimulating concomitant
peptide reactive T cells [28]. It is interesting to note that a
very recent study by Deola et al. found another mechanism
for noncognate T cell2-B cell interaction involved in the
propagation of CTL longevity [116] and dependent on
CD27. This antigen is considered a marker of human
memory B cells. It is expressed also on human peripheral IgM
“memory” cells that are related to marginal zone B cells. In
their study, Deola et al. also demonstrate that the T-B contact
initiates a chemotactic mechanism for a targeted serial
noncognate T-B cell contacts. Such an intensive interaction
in the absence of specific antigen recognition may be a
prerequisite for a much more important role for T cell
derived signals to bystander B cells.
The highly protective antibody responses mounted par-
ticularly by B1 cells clearly indicate a crucial role for this
subset of B cells in TACA-targeting immunotherapy, but
targeting B1 cells may actually skew Th1 responses for any
antigen [111] which is highly desirable in antitumor cell
response. DTH responses require both B1 and CD4+ T-cell
cognate recognition [117]. Precisely establishing the role of
B1 cells in this respect relates not only to a possible long-
term IgM response but, more importantly, circumventing
a possible involvement of CD1dhiCD5+ Bregs (B10 cells)
[118].
These observations further suggest that we pay more
attention to the role of the major B cell subpopulations,
and that carbohydrate reactive IgM antibodies in particular
may help to bridge cellular responses. Expanding the pool
of memory B and T cells by CMP vaccination or to
activate residual TACA memory B and T cells might be of
benefit for the course of immunization. Multivalent CMPs
target B1 cells, which are hypothesized to facilitate the Th1
responses observed with the CMPs [93]. Collectively, these
observations suggest that targeting the “natural memory”
B cell repertoire might provide novel mechanisms to pre-
vent recurrence of disease mediated through CD4+ T cell
responses. Although the mechanisms by which immuno-
logical memory is maintained after infection or vaccination
are related to TD responses [119], similar mechanisms may
also apply to cancer vaccines that target TACAs. Therefore,
we hypothesize that CMP’s immunotherapeutic potential is
related to their capacity to stimulate B cell compartments
that bridge innate and adaptive immunity. The translational
character of the proposed mechanisms depends on the
specifics of the human immune system. The central issue
in this respect is the identity and physiology of the B cell
subpopulation(s) that best relate CMP specificity to Th1
stimulation with potential to expand an epitope-spreading
cascade. The human equivalents of mouse B1a, B1b and MZ
B cells are still to be identified, if at all possible.
Another major mechanism involving B cells, along with
other antigen presenting cells, in the initiation of adaptive
responses is the formation of immune complexes including
by natural antibodies. A number of possible mechanisms
of immune complex modulatory role have been proposed
(reviewed in [120]) including the central event of immune
complex retention by follicular DCs [121]. An essential fea-
ture of antibodies in this respect is the isotype distribution.
It affects the involvement of different Fc and complement
receptors and the subsequent functional effects. Among
them of special interest in tumor immunotheray is antigen
crosspresentation.
5. TACA Mediated Crosspresentation That
Activates Cellular Responses
Much has been learned about the maze of signaling events
and cast of molecular characters activating cellular responses,
principally by studying antigen trafficking. In broad strokes,
antigenic peptides are presented to cytotoxic T (CD8+) and T
helper (CD4+) cells by two separate pathways—intracellular
(originating in the cytoplasm, in complex with MHC class
I) and extracellular (after internalization, in complex with
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MHC class II). The same T cell signaling machinery picks
between peptides presented in MHC class I or class II,
guided by the TCR specificity and with the help of the
coreceptors CD8 or CD4 [122]. The two processes, though,
serve quite different roles. The economy of the solution
goes further as the same type of pAPC serve as initiators,
licensing the T cell response in both cases. Utilizing the
same or very similar cellular and molecular mechanisms
by both pathways necessitates that pAPC are susceptible
to infection with any intracellular parasite or, alternatively,
that the external pathway intersects or mimics sometimes
the internal. The fact that CTL responses can be mounted
to those rare viruses that do not infect pAPC is a key
argument in favor of the interaction between the two
pathways [123], or, as it has been branded, crosspresentation
[124].
After acquiring antigen by the external pathway, cross-
presenting pAPC can activate or cross-prime naı¨ve CD8+
T cells with respective specificity initiating CTL responses
not only to viruses but also to subunit [125] and DNA
vaccines [126, 127] and tumor cell derived antigens [128–
130]. The crosspresentation of self -antigens, for example,
from phagocytosed apoptotic cells including tumor cells,
may play also a role in cross-tolerization of autoreactive
CD8+ T cells in the periphery [131–133].
The concept of crosspresentation has not been accepted
without some resistance [134, 135]. Still, as long as inter-
rupting Th responses due to pAPC killing by CTL is
avoided, cross-priming is compatible with current views and
unavoidable in the explanation of some immune phenom-
ena. Understanding the observed CTL responses to tumor
specific antigens [136–141] as well as the induction of CTL
responses to tumors by appropriate vaccines [139, 142, 143]
relies heavily on presenting of external antigens in class I. The
hypothetical suppressive effect on other T cell responses due
to killing of pAPC can be avoided, at least to some extent, by
specialization of a particular subset of pAPC [144].
For carbohydrate antigens, crosspresentation can make
use of CD1 or pattern recognition receptors. Antigen
presenting cells interact with antigens through an array
of pattern recognition receptors (PRR—mostly wide range
of C-type lectins—CLR, TLRs, etc.) as well as through
complexes with antibodies and complement utilizing Fcγ
and complement receptors. All of these capture mechanisms
lead to internalization and presentation in class II. Most
pathways of antigen internalization by DC were considered
potentially permissive also of crosspresentation. Many were
proven to be so.
The cross-presenting immature mouse DC express a wide
range of CLRs from type IV and type II [145]. Type IV
CLRs include type I transmembrane proteins with multiple
carbohydrate recognition domains (CRD) like CD205 (DEC-
205) with still unknown specificity and CD206 that binds
terminal mannose [146]. Expressed preferentially on CD8+
DC, CD205 acts as a recognition receptor for dying cells,
potentially providing an important pathway for the uptake
of self-antigen in central and peripheral tolerance [147]. Its
ligand specificity is still unknown. The mannose binding
CD206 may be exclusively involved in the internalization and
crosspresentation of soluble antigens [148]. Consequently,
mannose has been used as a delivery vector for antigens
in vaccine design [149, 150] and has been considered in
terms of undesirable immunogenicity [151]. Some ligands
of CD206 trigger the DC expressing it to respond with
an anti-inflammatory immunosuppressive cytokine pattern
[152].
Type II CLRs are also known as asialoglycoprotein
receptor family. Among its members role in crosspresenta-
tion has been found for CD207 and CD209 (DC-DSIGN)
[153, 154] recognizing broad set of sugars including fucose,
mannose, N-acetylglucosamine, and sulfated sugars [155–
158]. Another member of this family is dectin-1. Its primary
pathogen associated pattern is β-glucan [159]. The pathogen
recognition is usually in conjunction with TLR2 and TLR4
triggering [160] to yield either proinflammatory cytokine
secretion when phagocytosis is hindered or immunosuppres-
sive signal when the bound particles are internalized [161,
162]. This context helps interpret the meaning of the finding
that dectin-1 participates in the uptake of cellular antigens
by human monocyte-derived DC and the cross-tolerization
to the antigens associated [163]. Another member of this
family, which is structurally related to dectin-1, is DNGR-1
(CLEC9A)—a novel, highly specific marker of mouse and
human DC subsets that can be exploited for CTL cross-
priming and tumor therapy [164]. Like dectin-1 and CD205,
it has been found expressed on CD8+ mouse DC and it binds
and internalizes for loading on class I apoptotic cell antigens
[165]. Like CD205, its, so far unknown, intracellular ligand
is protease sensitive [147, 165].
Thus, although most of the known CLR appear capable
of mediating crosspresentation, the outcome is, as a rule,
tolerogenic DC phenotype [166]. It seems that the signals
are interpreted in terms of the coengagement of appropriate
TLR receptors, which not only switch on the cross-presenting
function for some of the CLRs, but also modify the
immune context of T cell stimulation [33], for example, to
immunogenic.
CLRs are a part of a general scavenging mechanism.
The same receptors, that do the first rough sorting of
dangerous nonself, recognize also out of place “self” as
an equally dangerous signal. Several examples like CD205
and dectin-1 indicate that there may be a general overlap
of the PRR for pathogen associated molecular patterns
(PAMPs) and receptors of apoptotic cells as well as those for
danger-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs). Common
structural themes shape in this broad recognition processes.
crosspresentation is associated with carbohydrate epitopes
for the extracellular PAMPs and hydrophobic regions for
both PAMPs and DAMPs. Another common feature is the
polyspecificity of these interactions captured in the term
“patterns”. Polyspecificity is a basis for a functional mimicry,
which in this case is not in the sense of a switched signal but
in the context of converging signals from a class of ligands
conveying common biological meaning [167]. The overlap
of carbohydrate and intracellular hydrophobic binding sites
may suggest a biological function of carbohydrate/protein
mimicry—a structural marker of changes in the internal
environment.
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6. Antibody Mediated Crosspresentation
The most intrinsic immune component participating in
crosspresentation not so much as an input signal, but more
as a feedback, are the antigen specific antibodies. At some
point in the infectious cycle, most intracellular pathogens
reside in the extracellular space, where they are vulnerable
to antibody action. Thus formed immune complexes target
them to Fc receptors the crosslinking of which can have
profound effects both as signal transduction in the APC as
well as presentation pathway of viral antigens [168, 169]. The
formation of immune complexes is the fundamental basis
of using the Gal epitope to facilitate vaccine development
[143]. Although CD8+ DCs constitutively cross-present
exogenous antigens in the context of MHC class I molecules,
CD8− DCs are actually also capable of doing so after
activation via crosslinking of FcγRs [170]. It was shown
that crosspresentation of tumor antigens after capturing
through FcγR on DC is much more efficient than after
internalization of dead cells or loading with peptide [171].
The increased presentation was not due to enhanced tumor
cell uptake or to DC maturation. Recent results with NY-
ESO-1 peptide further reinforced the evidence for a key
role of antibodies in tumor immunity through providing for
crosspresentation to CTL [130]. These examples stressed the
importance of raising specific humoral responses to tumors,
but in antiviral responses even natural antibodies are found
to mediate presentation to CTL [172]. Autoantibodies, on
the other hand, are also found to contribute to autoimmunity
promoting self-reactivity in CTL [132].
Since they are represented mostly by IgM isotype, natural
antibodies effect is dependent on complement deposition
in the immune complexes and complement receptors [173].
The highly efficient crosspresentation of antigen in immune
complexes containing IgG [174] seems to depend on
FcγRIIA, which, unlike CLRs, is not downregulated in the
process of maturation [175]. In immature DC this pathway
is actually counterbalanced by the inhibitory FcγRIIB whose
levels diminish in the process of maturation and, somewhat
counter intuitively, mature DC cross-present through the
FcγR pathway better than iDC [175]. It has been pro-
posed that an enhancement of antitumor immunity may
by possible by transient blockade of FcgRIIB [176]. The
high efficiency of CTL priming by immune complexes has
implications both for the design of tumor vaccines and for
the mechanism of action of monoclonal antibodies used in
immunotherapy. In the mouse system the hierarchy of the
activity of the IgG isotypes of a class switched antitumor anti-
body was found to be IgG2a ≥ IgG2b > IgG1  IgG3 and
this followed the ratio of their affinity with the preferred acti-
vating FcR (FcγRIII for IgG1, FcγRIV for IgG2a and IgG2b)
relative to the affinity with the inhibitory FcγRIIB [177].
In humans, IgG1 and IgG3 have higher affinity for
the FcRs than IgG2 and especially IgG4. In addition,
there are allelic variants of activating Fc-receptors that
will significantly change the affinity for certain antibody
isotypes. FcγRIIIA allele that contains a valine in position
158 (FcγRIIIA158V) has a higher affinity for IgG1 and IgG3
than the receptor that has phenylalanine (FcγRIIIA158F)
at that position [176]. Furthermore, FcγRIIA131H has a
histidine at position 131 and a higher affinity for IgG2
than the 131R allele, which contains an arginine at the
same position. This allelic polymorphism defines different
efficiency of the antibody mediated crosspresentation and
may warrant genetic testing for targeting the most responsive
group of patients when immunotherapy is planned.
It is interesting to speculate in this context on the possible
role of TACA reactive antibodies in tumor immunotherapy.
As thymus independent antigens they induce mostly IgM
and IgG3 (IgG2 in humans). Nevertheless, as for natural
antibodies in viral infections, TI-2 responses seemingly
affect cellular responses significantly. In animal tumor mod-
els, some TACA targeting immunizations yielded cellular
responses to the tumor [91, 178]. Although in the report by
Wierbicki et al. the authors consider cross-reactivity of the
carbohydrate mimotope peptide used with a peptide from
CD166, the results are not conclusive. It is possible that in
these cases the anti-TACA antibodies induced crosspresenta-
tion of tumor antigens associated with the TACA epitopes
and, thus, initiated an epitope spreading loop. Further
studies are necessary to determine the immunotherapeutic
potential of this approach and its possible optimization, for
example,in terms of suppression of the inhibitory FcγRs or
therapeutic application of class switched TACA monoclonals.
Furthermore, due to the low reactivity with the other FcR,
the polymorphism in FcγRIIA in humans would have a
very strong impact on the effects of IgG2 antibodies. It is
also interesting to speculate that sometimes targeting of the
antigen to sizeable B cell populations leads to a very efficient
immunization for all branches of the adaptive immune
response. Although historically only activated B cells are
known to present efficiently to naı¨ve T cells as opposed to
resting B cells, recently it became clear that this rule should
be mapped on to the B cell population landscape where
it is modified [111]. Furthermore, targeting of antigen to
CD19 appears as particularly efficient in tapping the B cell
APC properties, apparently with little dependence on the B
cell functional state. In the case of MUC1, such targeting
leads to an efficient breaking of self-tolerance and priming
of both Th and CTL responses [179]. Elegant as it is, this
strategy relies on an epiphenomenon, distantly reminding
one of superantigen action. It is interesting to establish the
degree of equivalence of this targeting technique to antigen
specific internalization by BCR. Another technical detail
is the apparent blocking of FcR interactions by the bulky
protein attached that would normally occur in the case of
immune complexes.
The targeting of different B cell populations may expand
the potential to control the outcome of immunization
and may be a mechanism contributing to the observed
diverse effects of carriers on the immunogenicity of haptens.
As self-antigens induce tolerance, vaccination with nonself
antigens that molecularly mimic self-antigens may overcome
tolerance and lead to generation of antitumor immune
responses. Crosspresentation mediated by antibodies may
be implicated in the insufficiently understood phenomena
following immunization with carbohydrate mimicking pep-
tides. Anti-MUC1 responses may offer an interesting model
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in this context. MUC1 is a highly glycosylated type I trans-
membrane glycoprotein with a unique extracellular domain
consisting of a variable number of tandem repeats (VNTR) of
20 amino acids (PDTRPAPGSTAPPAHGVTSA). Antibodies
and T-cell recognizing MUC1 antigens have been isolated
from the blood of breast cancer patients [180, 181]. Using
peptide vaccination anti-MUC1 antibodies were induced
in mice [182]. Mimicry can occur also naturally, although
the frequency of this phenomenon is still unknown. It was
demonstrated that Galα1-3Galβ1-4GlcNAc-R (Gal epitope)
and peptides derived from MUC1 antigen cross-react with
anti-Gal antibodies [89]. Based on the immunogen and the
immunization regimen and the background IgG isotype, the
cross-reaction may lead to the production of certain IgG
isotypes that can actually determine the vaccination outcome
and the type of the immune responses. This concept suggests
that there are two ways for presentation of peptides upon
peptide immunization to facilitate cellular responses. The
first follows extracellular loading onto Class II, the second
through immune complexes formed with antibodies, with
the efficiency of loading dependent on the isotype.
In a series of manuscripts McKenzie’s group showed that
anti-Gal antibodies reacted with MUC1 antigens and that
anti-MUC1 antibodies reacted with Gal sugar. According
to McKenzie’s group previous publications on Gal cross-
reactivity, again suggests that a low titer carbohydrate cross-
reactive antibody is functional to protect patients from
recurrence of the disease. So what evidence exists that crossp-
resentation might be operative? On the one hand anti-Gal
antibodies are cross-reactive with MUC1 derived peptides.
Figure 2 illustrates that human anti-Gal antibody is cross-
reactive with a MUC1 derived peptide with the sequence
NH2-CPAHGVTSAPDTRPAPGSTAP (MAP format) relative
to pooled human IgG (IVIg). The MUC1 peptide is also
cross-reactive with the lectins jacalin (JAC), and Peanut
agglutinin (PNA) (Figure 3) associated with binding of
TACAs expressed on a variety of tumor cells [183, 184].
JAC and PNA share as their preferred ligand the TF antigen,
but differ in their finer specificities for modifications of
this determinant and in their specificities for cancerous
epithelia. In this context the MUC1 derived peptide is a CMP
that mimics both the Gal epitope and TF antigen. While
antibodies to MUC1 occur naturally in both healthy subjects
and cancer patients it is difficult to ascertain their origin;
for example, if anti-MUC1 antibodies are initially anti-TF or
(most probably) anti-Gal antibodies.
The specificity of natural and induced MUC1 antibodies
has defined minimal epitopic sequences, indicating that
antibodies directed to more than one region of the MUC1
peptide core can coexist in one and the same subject.
The most frequent minimal epitopic sequence of natural
MUC1 IgG and IgM antibodies is found to be RPAPGS,
followed by PPAHGVT and PDTRP. In some studies,
MUC1 peptide vaccination induced high titers of IgM and
IgG antibodies predominantly directed, respectively, to the
PDTRPAP and the STAPPAHGV sequences of the tandem
repeat. In recent studies we have identified a common cross-
reactivity with Gal antigen of P10s—a CMP mimicking GD2
(WRYTAPVHLGDG), and an immunodominant epitope of
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Figure 2: Plates were coated with MUC1 peptide and reactivity of
human anti-Gal antibodies were measured. Human IVIg was used
as negative control.
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Figure 3: ELISA plates were coated with MUC1 peptide. Wells were
then blocked with blocking buffer (PBS + Ca/Mg and 1% BSA) and
various concentrations of Lectins were added. Plates were incubated
for two hours washed and binding was visualized by Streptavidin-
HRP.
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Figure 4: Using the Immune Database and Analysis Resource (IEDB, http://www.immuneepitope.org/) [187] the possible CTL epitopes in
the sequence of the tandem repeat PDTRPAPGSTAPPAHGVTS were predicted. (a) Using consensus score only the best sequences for each
allele are marked together with their score as well as the percentage of MHC class I alleles (secondary axis) for which the respective sequence
is the best scoring sequence in the tandem repeat (the lower score indicates stronger binding); (b) A combined score using the ann algorithm
for MHC calss I binding prediction, TAP transport and proteasome cleavage prediction is shown. The presentation is similar to (a). Again
only the best-scoring sequences for each allele are shown. The higher scores indicate higher probability of presentation.
MUC1 (STAPPAHGVTS). Interestingly the peptides display
compositional similarity as well as an alanine-proline dipep-
tide known to mimic structurally different sugar epitopes.
We also observe that P10s is bound by antibodies that cross-
react with TF and the Tn antigens. In this context, one could
argue that the P10s CMP might be an antigenic “analog” of
the STAPPAHGVTS sequence and further suggest that the TF
and Tn mimicry of MUC1 lies within the STAPPAHGVTS
sequence. In fact, the STAPPAHGV peptide has been defined
as a CTL reactive peptide sequence [66, 185].
In mice, MUC1 peptide immunization resulted in cel-
lular responses with reported little humoral response [86,
185]. In this context, it can be rationalized that peptide
immunization resulted in activating cellular responses typ-
ical of peptide loading pathways. In contrast, MUC1 peptide
induced strong cellular response in mice transformed to
a strong antibody response in human immunization. It
was argued that preexisting anti-Gal antibodies caused a
deviation of the immune response in humans compared with
mice that do not have anti-Gal antibodies [86]; attributed
to cross-reactivity of natural anti-Gal antibodies to MUC1.
It was shown that the Gal-CMP can induce humoral
responses in Gal knockout mice, emulating the human
condition. McKenzie’s group clearly showed that anti-Gal
antibodies cross-reacted with a mannan conjugated MUC1
peptide fusion protein lead to little cellular response, but
a huge anti-MUC1 antibody responses in research subjects.
They argued that such an immune response is based on
macrophage Fc receptor binding to the immune complex,
leading to processing via the exogenous pathway; MHC
class II presentation and stimulation of helper T cells and
antibody production. In the absence of anti-Gal antibodies,
mannan binds to mannose receptor on macrophages and
goes through the class I presentation to stimulate CD8+
cells.
An alternative explanation is based on the fact that
the MUC1 peptide is a nonself antigen in the mouse
system and the strong CTL epitopes it contains direct
the immune response. In the human system there is a
strong tolerance mechanism precluding CTL response. It
is interesting why the antibody response is not similarly
suppressed. This may be due to cross-reactivity with the
Gal antigen since the abundant anti-Gal memory B cells
should exist with lower requirements for stimulation [186].
Using the Immune Database and Analysis Resource (IEDB,
http://www.immuneepitope.org/) [187] the possible CTL
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and Th epitopes in the sequence of the tandem repeat PDTR-
PAPGSTAPPAHGVTS were predicted. In this carbohydrate
mimotope-like stretch of the MUC1 sequence there is no
significant class II binder predicted, although some very
antigenic regions are found after the tandem repeats, for
example in the region of aa1040–1060 (data not shown).
For CTL epitopes both a consensus algorithm for predicting
the MHC affinity for multiple alleles [188] and a combined
prediction of proteasome cleavage, TAP transport and
MHC affinity [189] were applied to determine the relative
antigenicity of all 9-amino acid frames within the tested
sequence. In this way, not only the potential MHC affinity
of each frame but also the probability for the generation of
this epitope in vivo was predicted. The STAPPAHGV epitope
was clearly the best binder and a promiscuous epitope
(Figure 4(a)). When considering the proteasome processing
and TAP transport, even stronger immunodominance of this
epitope is predicted (Figure 4(b)). In the context of self, as in
MUC1 expressed in humans, whether on tumor or normal
cells, this finding may rather be indicative of an essential
self-epitope inducing clone deletion, anergy or suppression.
If this epitope is really visible to the immune system, it is
possible that its dominance is not by chance, since evolution
would have evaded otherwise similar self-target. It would be
interesting to speculate that an aberrant glycosylation in this
case may affect the recognition and deviate the specificity
to nontolerized clones. In the case of MHC class II, similar
promiscuous and strong binders among self antigens may
represent targets of regulatory T cells [190, 191] provided
the affinity is bellow a threshold that would actually promote
central deletion of the high affinity clones.
So what are the consequences of this mimicry? On
the one hand, reactivity with natural Gal antibodies would
suggest that immune complexes will be formed and that
they are taken up by macrophages and DCs, if the isotype
of the complex lends to efficient uptake. In this context
uptake would lend to activation of cellular responses if
permitted by the tolerance mechanisms. If this was operative
one could speculate that lactating women would have a
skewed carbohydrate reactive repertoire that would also be
cross-reactive with high molecular weight mucins because of
their inherent mimicry of TF, Tn and milk sugars. In fact,
this has been the observation. Anti-MUC1 IgG antibodies
are increased in lactating women [192, 193]. However such
studies do not differentiate between MUC1 specific versus
anti-Gal cross-reactive antibodies. Their presence can either
lead to phagocytosis of immune complexes of IgG1 with
MUC1 domains lending to crosspresentation and reduced
breast cancer risk or not if the predominate anticarbohydrate
fraction is IgG2. It is also possible that IgG/IgM ratios can
exacerbate the progression of disease.
These observations further highlight that the immune
system has already taken advantage of glycan cross-reactivity
to teach us that immune surveillance is operative in that self-
vaccination, representative of anti-Gal antibody mediated
crosspresentation of mucin antigens can lower the risk of
cancer. We just need to learn to trust what we observe
clinically, understand it and replicate it within the proper
setting.
7. Conclusion
Immunotherapy represents a fourth-modality therapeutic
approach against human neoplasms. It remains very attrac-
tive in light of the shortcomings of malignant tumor manage-
ment by conventional surgical, radiation, and chemothera-
pies. The hope for immunotherapy in the context of vaccines
is the notion that the immune system can mount a rejection
strength response against neoplastically-transformed cells.
Cancer vaccines are entering a new phase of enthusiasm.
Part of this is recognizing when vaccines are most functional.
In particular, therapeutic vaccines are not viable for large
tumors but play a more important role in regulating
micrometastases (i.e., adjuvant setting) with emphasis on
prevention of recurrence of disease. It is perceived that in
order to be effective, cancer vaccines must either break
tolerance or activate a ”cryptic” population of T cells that
escaped tolerance by virtue of their low affinity for antigens
expressed by the tumor.
The concept of vaccines cannot be transferred mechanis-
tically from infectious diseases because cancer cells express
mostly self-antigens. While an infection is a perturbation
of an equilibrium, which is restored by the immune system,
cancer is a gradual transformation of the very equilibrium
involving the immune system. Therefore, exploiting immune
surveillance mechanisms is a challenge to our understanding
of tolerance as a system property. Focusing on advances
in cellular and molecular immunology, ultimately the
knowledge of tolerance/surveillance mechanisms will help
develop strategies that effectively and safely augment
antitumor responses.
Carbohydrate determinants, both as epitopes as well
as higher order patterns, are among the most ubiquitous
tumor associated antigenic targets. The clinical importance
of targeting TACAs is highlighted by: (1) the success of
carbohydrate-based vaccines against infectious diseases; (2)
the role of TACAs in autoimmune phenomena and tissue
rejection and (3) the beneficial clinical correlates observed in
cancer patients with anti-TACA antibodies. The limitations
of the anti-tumor response to them might prove to some
extent subjective, that is, rather a limitation of our under-
standing of surveillance. Carbohydrate moieties can and do
participate in CTL epitopes and represent targets for cytotox-
icity. Anticarbohydrate responses potentially bridge innate
and adaptive immunity, T cell dependent and independent
responses, humoral and cellular mechanisms. Their potential
to affect directly and indirectly antitumor responses is still
poorly understood and underutilized. The higher order-
structures of TACA provide danger signals to the immune
system recognizable by antibodies. Carbohydrate targets
focus the activity of innate activating and tolerizing pattern
recognition receptor together with antibodies (natural and
induced) and, possibly, T cells. This is, at least, a prerequisite
for an organizing role in tumor surveillance. However, we
hypothesize that tolerance to TACA- conjugate vaccines is
related to compartmentalization of the repertoires that gen-
erate TI responses to self or non-self carbohydrate antigens.
One consequence of this hypothesis is that immunologic car-
riers in TACA-based vaccines may play another role besides
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recruiting T cell help. They may redirect or perhaps highjack
the immunogen from one compartment to another which
would negatively impact on their ability to induce the type of
desired immune response. Carbohydrate-conjugate vaccines
are inherently designed to induce Th2 responses, while most
anti-tumor targeting concepts focus on Th1 responses.
In terms of future directions, the design of immunogens
eliciting long-lasting anti-TACA IgM responses would greatly
improve the therapeutic utility of TACA-targeted vaccines.
In some respects, we have thrown the baby out with
the bath water. IgM antibodies are typically dismissed as
being effective. However, natural IgM antibodies prove
effective as proapoptotic molecules as part of the immune
surveillance. To generate sustained immunity to TACAs, we
have developed immunogens based on CMPs - a strategy
whose clinical promise is supported by our preliminary
studies. Carbohydrate mimicking peptides are agents with
a potential to address the essential role of carbohydrates
in tumor surveillance, but their application would depend
on a systemic view of their pharmacodynamics beyond the
mechanistic concepts borrowed from pathogen vaccines.
We have observed that sustained low serum titers of anti-
TACA antibodies, elicited by CMP, are sufficient to inhibit
the growth of tumors in therapeutic and prophylactic mouse
models. Consequently, we might be barking up the wrong
tree in developing high affinity responses. It is debatable if
glycosylated T cell epitopes are better than naked peptide
versions. It is clear that glycosylated peptide versions will
be limited to loading onto dendritic cells and can not
be incorporated into vector technologies. CMPs can be
used in multiple formats. They induce cellular responses,
including CMP- and TACA-reactive Th1 CD4+ and tumor-
specific CD8+ cells. Most of all, CMPs can prime for
memory responses to TACAs, which might be related to
the B1b cell compartment. The relative specificity of mimics
and the unusual dual immunological character (peptide
epitopes/carbohydrate mimotopes) makes CMP novel tools
to understand and manipulate immune responses to tumor
cells. Thus, some, still enigmatic, immune effects of CMPs
are definitely related to an organizing role in T/B/NK cell
cooperation. These include: a role for anticarbohydrate
responses in cross-priming, Th1 stimulation, DTH and
NK antitumor activity, possibly through DC and B cell
compartments that bridge innate and adaptive immunity.
A more fundament, set of studies are required to
understand how the ratio of IgM to IgG might affect
tumor progression. Augmentation of IgM titers to TACA
are perceived to correlate with tumor growth inhibition
while evidence is available that IgG might promote tumor
progression. This might be of particular importance to better
understand how carbohydrate reactive antibodies emerge in
pregnant versus lactating women. But understanding these
responses can provide insight as to how immune surveillance
might be exploited in cancer vaccine design. Carbohydrate
reactive antibodies and T cells may promote or prevent
tumor growth by antigenic modulation or by cytotoxic
killing of tumor cells. The emergence of IgM/IgG ratios may
serve as a potential early endpoint for the effectiveness of
cancer vaccines expressing TACA types.
TACAs might themselves associate with MHC. Molecular
recognition is about the ordered arrangement of atoms
and not on the molecular species. Consequently, helical
carbohydrates might mimic helical peptides in associating
with MHC Class II molecules or extended carbohydrates
might mimic the beta structure type arrangement of peptides
in the MHC Class I binding site. Interestingly, T cells that see
carbohydrates or glycans might be unrestricted in that the
T cell receptor might see antigen directly, devoid of MHC.
Such T cells unfortunately might compete with antibodies
for the same epitope. Such T cells are suggested to interact
with MUC1 but have not been characterized. Yet such T cells
could play an important role in immune surveillance.
The existence of cross-reactive antibodies to glycans
suggests that cross-presentation might be operative for some
antigens. More studies should be directed on the nature of
cross-presentation of natural antibodies. IgG1 can theoret-
ically cross present, but IgG2, which are typically thought
of as carbohydrate reactive, might not. How does the ratio
between these isotypes affect cross-presentation and how do
natural polymorphisms of Fc receptors affect the outcome
of cancer patients? Polymorphisms should be able to be
exploited to improve vaccine efficacy. A better understanding
of these mechanisms should contribute to designing MUC1
derived peptides to engage natural carbohydrate reactive
antibodies to improve upon T cell targeting of MUC1.
Pattern recognition is fundamental to innate immune
surveillance. These receptors typified by lectins, are “hard-
wired” in the germ line. The innate immune response
not only provides a first line of defense against invading
microbes but also instructs the adaptive immune response.
The discovery of Toll-like receptors has influenced think-
ing on how the innate immune response affects adaptive
immunity. Interestingly all of these pattern receptors like
carbohydrate antigens but TACA are still understudied in
cancer immunotherapy circles.
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